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Introduction.
Over the past decade, we’ve seen seismic changes
in the publishing industry amid explosive growth in
mobile device usage, social media, and rapidly changing
publisher business models that increasingly require new
monetization strategies.

Comscore set out to examine how
different generations consume digital

Generational age ranges*

news. The study included Generation Z,
Millennials, and Generation X, in both the
U.S. and the U.K. The goal was to identify
differences between each group and
glean insights on what the future could
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KEY FINDINGS

In this study, we examined survey data from across the three generations
with behavioral data from Comscore’s panel and census networks.
The findings were eye opening.

We are takers, not givers.
NEWS

While people are still consuming news, they are not likely to share news – be it on social or via text
message or email, with more people across generations saying they do not want to share news.

News discovery has changed.
People are becoming platform loyal rather than publication loyal. Publishers have to continue
to adapt to a changing media ecosystem as more consumers use social and built-in news
applications as their primary source for news discovery.

Local still matters.
Despite conversations about lack of local news content, audiences across all three generations
say they check local more often than national or global news.

People say they won’t pay for content.
However, they will do so if it adds utility and exclusivity.
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We are takers,
not givers.
We’ve entered a new era in digital news consumption.

As a result, many publishers gauged content’s viability
by its potential for virality, and entire news organizations
built their operations around social sharing. Some
publications were built entirely on social platforms, such
as NowThis or Insider.

The early days of digital publishing saw consumers
seeking out news directly or through portals and search
engines. Recent years saw the rise of distributed news
content, largely driven by sharing on social networks.

Today, half of Generation Z says social
media is their most-used source for news.
Fig. 1
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The affinity toward sharing appears to be waning. Across
the generations we surveyed, the majority of people say
they are not likely to share news stories on social media.
In fact, in the U.S., 16% of Gen Z said they would share
news stories via social media, compared to 25% of
Millennials. Results were nearly identical in the U.K., as
only 16% of Gen Z said they are likely to share news on
social compared to 23% of Millennials (fig. 2). They are,
in a sense, takers not givers. They're consuming a lot of
content, but they are not likely to go out and re-share it.

Percent likely to share news
on social media.

GEN X

Fig. 2
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Note: Numbers are rounded and do not add up to 100.
Source: Comscore Custom Survey, U.S. & U.K., February 2019
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TA K E R S , N O T G I V E R S

How does this compare to other behaviors? 
Across the board, Millennials tend to be much more engaged with news content, while Gen Z and Gen X exhibit a similar
reluctance to share news. And this isn’t just true for social.
While four in 10 U.S. Millennial respondents said they would discuss news with a friend, only 32% of Gen Z respondents said
the same thing – the lowest of all generations. And in the U.K., Gen Z said they were somewhat more likely to have such a
conversation but results still showed it was only 36% who were likely to discuss (fig. 3).

They’d rather discuss in real life than even share privately online.
Fig. 3
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Source: Comscore Custom Survey, U.S. & U.K., February 2019

What do we believe is driving these differences in behavior?
Certainly, Gen Z is young and many are still forming their publication loyalties. Plus, Gen Z was born into this
fragmented era, so they have grown up with more media and platform choices than the older generations.
Gen Z also appears to be particularly guarded and potentially wary of being branded by the kind of content they share
publicly. As they enter adulthood, members of Gen Z may have learned from their Millennial brethren’s mistakes when
it comes to oversharing and leaving a permanent social track record. They seem hesitant when it comes to branding
themselves by sharing particular news publications or articles. Gen Z is also very “situationally correct” according to
Rubin Postaer and Associates (“RPA”)2 , and are deliberately careful in how they craft their digital personas.
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Implications for publishers and technology platforms
Publishers have built their business models on propagation of social content – measuring shares, traffic, and page views.
But given Gen Z’s cautious nature, publishers need to find ways to invite them to participate in conversations on their terms.
This might take the form of real-life events, organized chat sessions with editors, or exclusive groups on social media.
Publishers may also need to find a way to drive registrations and/or “memberships” to foster more loyalists.
At the same time, advertisers may also have to scale back their expectations when it comes to co-creating viral content in
conjunction with publishers.
For the other two generations who like to talk about stories with friends but not share, what should publishers do about
this? Recent events have only ratcheted up the pressure on the giant tech platforms to better police their content. Given
how younger consumers rely on social media to obtain news information, these companies play a crucial role in shaping
how informed an entire generation is — or isn’t.

EV

EN

T

TI

C
KE
T

Consider the following strategies:

DID YOU
HEAR…

Create real life events.
Publications like the Information and Digiday have hosted in-person, exclusive events with
editors, as well as scheduled Slack sessions. Consider creating "in real life" events, which could
open new revenue streams.

Spark more offline conversations.
Many publications have used comment fields and live Twitter chats to encourage
conversation. Try taking those conversations offline to facilitate social media “meetups” as a
way to discuss stories.

Consider “How To” content.
And finally, with more people wanting to discuss the news with friends, consider “How To”
content as a way to help fuel conversations – especially on topics that are more challenging
in nature.
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News discovery
has changed.
It’s proving difficult to turn Gen Z into news junkies
or publication devotees.
It isn’t a surprise that Gen Z is spending less time seeking out news compared to their older counterparts. In fact, in both
the U.S. and U.K., on average, Gen Z spends less than half the amount of time than Gen X reading news (fig. 4).
Fig. 4
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Source: Comscore MMX Multi-Platform, Mobile and Desktop, Generations Z, Y, X, December 2018, U.S. and U.K.

Gen Z are – by definition – younger and therefore at a different stage of the lifecycle. Their behavior may evolve over
time. Publishers will need to keep an eye on the pattern observed (i.e., at the moment they read less news) and see
whether this continues as they grow older and gain purchase power.
And the same behaviors are true for the number of news sites generally visited:
• In 2018, in the U.S., members of Gen X visited 53.6 different news entities on mobile through the course of the year,
versus just 20.8 for Gen Z.
• In 2018, in the U.K., members of Gen X visited 84.7 different news entities on mobile through the course of the year,
versus 63.5 for Gen Z.
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N E WS D I S COV E RY

In general, it appears that generations in the U.K. consider themselves more avid readers
of the news than their U.S. counterparts.
Fig. 5
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Source: Comscore Custom Survey, U.S. & U.K., February 2019

When asked about their relationship to news, 66% of Gen X in the U.K. report they “devour the news” compared to 34%
that said they “begrudgingly read” the news. In the U.S., 53% of Gen X says they “devour” versus 47% that says they fell into
the “begrudgingly read” camp (fig. 5).
Gen Z paints an even more extreme dichotomy, with 34% of Gen Z in the U.S. saying they “devour the news” versus 66%
saying they “begrudgingly read the news.” And in the U.K., it’s a much more even split with 47% saying they “devour” to
53% saying they are “begrudgingly” reading the news.
Taking a look at behavioral data, it’s clear that even when there are big national headlines driving a news cycle, Gen Z in
the U.S. are still less than engaged.
For example, during the coverage of the Congressional hearings leading up to the nomination of Supreme Court Justice
Brett Kavanaugh last fall, the majority of generations in the U.S. exhibited spikes in news consumption. But Gen Z did not
follow suit.
But what’s even more intriguing about Gen Z’s consumption behaviors is they seem to be driven less by news brand and
more by the delivery vehicle, with smartphone screens the next key distribution battleground.
A large number of Gen Z consumers say they are turning to the news apps built into their mobile phone for news.
For example, in the U.S., nearly two thirds of Gen Z (66%) say they use the news application that comes with their mobile
device, compared to 53% of Gen X. And for more than a third of Gen Z (38%), built-in phone news apps are the source of
news they use the most, versus 27% of Gen X.
These platforms are increasingly powerful. Apple recently boasted that its free Apple News app already has 85 million
monthly active users in the U.S., U.K. and Australia combined. 3
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Implications for publishers

Publishers' apps are a potent way for
attracting loyal readers

From a content perspective, it appears crucial for
publishers to find ways to bring to life how big news
events directly impact younger consumers - and bring
this level of impact to the forefront when they present
news (whether through headlines or social media posts).

According to the same Pew Research Center report,
57% of the highest trafficked news publications have
built standalone apps for either the Apple or Android
platforms.4

As far as news delivery, publishers need to foster and
maintain relationships with device manufacturers
and wireless companies to ensure that their brands
are prominently featured wherever their content is
distributed.

While it’s not easy to get consumers to download a
standalone news app, that direct connection with
readers pays off. Comscore found that the number of
visits and time spent on mobile news apps surged over
the past year — up 10% and 35% respectively.

At the same time, publishers may need to push for more
direct reader relationships with users through email
newsletters and standalone apps. Just look at the growth
of the newsletter from 2017 to 2018, according to the Pew
Research Center (fig. 6).4

But don’t forget desktop publishing…
Even as mobile news consumption continues to explode,
desktop news has remained fairly constant.
While nearly all of Gen X and 96.2 % of Gen Z consume
news on mobile devices, 78% and 66.5% of each group
read news via desktops. Those desktop numbers have
actually climbed a few percentage points over the past
two years, which indicates this is still an important part of
the news ecosystem.

Fig. 6

Note: The digital-native news outlets with the highest traffic are defined as those that had a monthly average of at least 10 million unique visitors from October-December of the previous year,
according to Comscore data. Each outlet’s primary domain – the outlet’s flagship website – was analyzed; see the methodology for a list of domains.
Note: Pew Research Center bears no responsibility for the analyses or interpretations of the data presented here. The opinions expressed herein, including any implications for policy, are those of the
author and not of Pew Research Center.
Source: Pew Research Center audit of the 35 digital-native news outlets with the highest traffic. See methodology for details on site selection and comparison between years.
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Local
still matters.
Local remains an untapped opportunity.

When asked “What news do you check
every day?”

Despite recent industry conversations citing a lack of
local news content — such as Facebook saying there
was not enough content to bolster its own local news
initiative — local news seems to offer significant upside
for publishers and advertisers. 5

Fig. 7

For instance, 52% of Gen X in the U.S. say they check
local news every day, while 19% of Gen Z does the same.
That’s compared to 28% of Gen X and 10% of Gen Z that
say they check global news everyday and 39% of Gen
X and 15% of Gen Z that say they turn to national news
every day (fig. 7).

GLOBAL N EWS
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NATIONAL N EWS
Gen Z: 15%
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LO CAL N EWS
Gen Z: 19%
Gen X: 52%

Source: Comscore Custom Survey, U.S. & U.K., February 2019
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L O C A L S T I L L M AT T E R S .

Implications for publishers and brands

Given the local consumption patterns exhibited by
Gen Z and others, there would seem to be a budding
opportunity. In fact, Google recently announced plans
to fund dozens of local news sites in conjunction with
companies such as McClatchy.6
Interestingly, local news’ growth is largely being driven by
mobile. For example, majority of the top 10 local digital
news sites in the U.S. saw total minutes spent on mobile
and total unique monthly visitors jump over the past year.
The top ten local digital news sites in the U.S. saw, on
average, a nearly 28% increase in monthly total unique
visitors year-over-year (February 2018 to February 2019).
The same is mostly true in the U.K.:
Eight of the top ten local publishers saw a growth in
both unique visitors and total minutes year-over-year on
mobile. The average growth rate for the top ten is nearly
13% year-over-year for unique visitors (February 2018 to
February 2019).

Local publishers need to optimize their websites for a
mobile-first experience. In the U.S., 75% of total minutes
spent reading local news is on mobile. This makes sense
when you think about how mobile is as local as you can
get – you are literally in your readers palms, pockets, and
purses whenever or wherever they may be.
But local visits are often focused on utility, they tend to be
short compared to the larger news ecosystem: the total
time spent on local sites in the U.S. is generally around 8%
of the total time spent on news/information sites - and
the difference is even more stark in the U.K.
There’s a huge opportunity here for local publishers
to take more share of the total news minutes through
“always on” content – especially knowing that mobile
makes it easier to push news directly into audiences’
hands. There may also be a need to produce different
formats of content for different devices, such as short
articles, summary bullets for mobile and even annotated,
sound-off videos.
Lastly, there is also an opportunity for advertisers to
underwrite this growth and target local shoppers. Retail,
autos and quick-service restaurants would seem like
obvious candidates to heavy up on local mobile targeting.
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People say
they won’t
pay for news.
Paying for digital news content is not yet mainstream.

Of the people we surveyed, one thing became very clear: people say they don’t want to pay for news.

The vast majority of respondents, regardless of generation,
say they currently do not pay for content:
Fig. 8
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Source: Comscore Custom Survey, U.S. & U.K., February 2019

This may seem surprising in light of the recent proliferation of subscription news services over the past few years,
ranging from The New York Times to Business Insider, Bloomberg, Vanity Fair, and New York Magazine.
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T H E Y S AY T H E Y WO N ' T PAY.

The Promise of the Paywall
The digital publishing landscape though is already flooded with fledgling subscription offerings, making it a steep
barrier for new entries. What is the reality of the landscape?

The New York Times reached 3.3 million digital subscribers last year.7
Fig. 9
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The publisher cited its discounted introductory offer, the growth of its tertiary products such as its exclusive cooking
app and digital crosswords, as well as its blockbuster content like the Kavanaugh hearings and “Anonymous” as key
drivers of this growth. So, while audiences say they won't pay for news, clearly, if they receive value beyond just paying
for the news, as The New York Times has demonstrated, publishers can find success.
While revenue for publishers used to just be advertising, it has now broadened with publishers finding
new sources of revenue.
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T H E Y S AY T H E Y WO N ' T PAY.

So what are people willing to pay for?
Just because people say they don’t want to pay doesn’t mean that they won’t pay. There are three content attributes
that help explain what people will pay for, based on the examination of proven business models:

Utility

Exclusivity

Premium
content

As far as utility, business publishers like The Wall Street Journal or Bloomberg promise subscribers access to vital
information and data that promises to help them do their jobs better - or ideally make more money. On the other end
of the spectrum, publishers like TheSkimm provide subscribers with tools designed to make their lives easier, like a pop
cultural calendar offering. This gives audiences a reason to turn to a specific publisher.
Exclusive content is also another driver. Subscription-based publications such as The Information and The Athletic
promise a mix of original reporting and depth of coverage in areas of intense consumer interest (Silicon Valley, Sports).
The most successful subscriptions promise exclusive, high interest, must-read content. This won’t be easy for general
interest news publishers.
And lastly, premium content. Subscription services like Hulu or Crunchyroll provide access to premium content that is
not available anywhere else or is rarely accessible through traditional media channels.

Implications for publishers
Bundling may be crucial for most publishers to pivot
successfully to paid subscriptions. Successful examples
from the broader media world such as the Spotify/Hulu
and Sprint/Hulu partnerships should serve as inspiration.
We may see more publishers join forces to drive
subscription bundles or align themselves with video
and/or wireless providers.
This is already happening - led by one of the most
powerful players in technology. Apple recently
announced the launch of Apple News +, a $9.99-permonth subscription offering featuring content from the
likes of The Wall Street Journal, Los Angeles Times and
upwards of 200 magazines. 8

news” - and they may lose a direct connection with
readers (along with the consumer data that comes with
those relationships).
Beyond looking for bundling opportunities and
creating exclusive content, there are other ways
publishers can move beyond consumers’ selfproclaimed aversion to subscriptions.
User experience, for instance, can be a big differentiator
for subscription services. Hulu TV and YouTube TV are
praised almost as frequently for providing outstanding
user interfaces as much as they are for offering better
pricing and flexible packages.

Given Apple’s distribution and marketing clout, this
product bears watching. However, it’s worth noting that
several giant news publishers, such as The New York
Times and The Washington Post, are sitting out on Apple
News+ for the time being. The fear is that individual
publishers’ brands could be diluted by a “Netflix for

Curation of content is also a must. Publishers need to
provide added value to entice people to subscribe.
We’ve seen similar shifts in video and music with the
growth of Netflix’s recommendation rating and Spotify’s
suggested playlists. Curation also helps reduce the risk
of clickbait since you can filter content to let the cream
rise to the top.
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Conclusion.
What are the key takeaways for publishers
and news organizations?
Publishers need to build a presence across platforms
Regardless of generation, publishers need to make sure they are prominent on all platforms. Be
it social or built-in mobile apps, it is clear that younger generations like Gen Z are less brand loyal
and more channel loyal, so publishers need to take this into consideration when attempting to
optimize reach across Gen X, Millennials and Gen Z.
Publishers are not just battling Google rankings anymore; the war has become more platform
specific across social media and built-in news apps. Local news remains a less-cluttered
opportunity for new players to emerge.

Publishers need to find ways to turn readers into ‘members’
That means finding ways to incentivize customers to register, create accounts, sign up for
newsletters via some sort of value exchange. This means creative approaches such as offering
unique services or products on top of content. Examples include The Skimm’s calendar product,
which keeps its members automatically abreast of upcoming news and pop cultural events, as well
as BuzzFeed and others providing exclusive shopping deals.
The social finance publisher Stackin’ has even launched exclusive banking and stock trading
products for users.

Publishers should continue to push for more revenue streams outside
of subscriptions or advertising
Since audiences seem they want to discuss the news more in person than online – across all
generations – publishers can tap into this trend through live activations. Brands like PopSugar and
Complex have scored big with live consumer events and we expect copycats to emerge.
Other publishers have turned back to brick and mortar partnerships, like BuzzFeed’s cookware
pact with Walmart. Similarly, in light of The New York Times success with Wirecutter, more
publishers are beginning to experiment with melding e-commerce and service content as
another way to push beyond traditional revenue streams.

For more information on generational news habits or Comscore’s custom solutions,
please visit us at comscore.com/learnmore
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